a light stealth game with stunning visuals
about stealing, friendship and personal values

PREMISE
In Grand Values you play Amy, leader of a small crew of thieves.
They owe a gangster boss loads of cash and got only one week to
collect the money. Fortunately they are currently on a trip in
Monaco, home of the ﬁlthy richest people on the planet.
This starts one of the most incredible heist rampages in the history
of thieves.
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Gameplay

LIGHT STEALTH
Inﬁltrate the homes of the super rich and get behind the scenes of
big public events to close in on your big scores.
Don’t use the front door but climb your way around and into these
nice residences or historical places while enjoying the great vista!
Every encounter with guards is a small puzzle carefully crafted for
you. Solve these not with violence, but with smart thinking and
planning ahead.
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PICKPOCKET SYSTEM
What Grand Values really sets apart is our innovative and
cinematic stealing system!
In these special moments, the focus shifts closer and you get in
direct control of Amy’s hands while executing these sensitive
tasks.
Move in without touching your victim, try to precisely grab your
desired target, then move slowly out again without making any
noise. We’ve created a robust system to freely combine all these
movements into stunning cinematic gameplay moments.
Feel the thrill of robbing people just inches away! Players who
tested it, where totally in love with the mechanic!
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Story

INTENSE CRIME COMEDY
At the start of the game the crew steals from a kingpin. He tracks
them down partying in Monaco. His demands: 50.000.000$ in one
week!
This is a lot of pressure for our freshman crew of thieves. But they
will improvise and get through this week with ease - or won’t they?
You will feel the tension rising. Hopefully everyone makes the right
calls, so they can get out of this situation together.
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THE CREW
Grand Values is about friendship and how far everyone is willing to
go to save the others.
The ﬁrst level is also their ﬁrst mission together. So you can get to
know them together with Amy.
Joe and Frank are always with you on mission via radio. They will
try to guide you but mostly banter and crack stupid jokes.
You will deﬁnitely have a great time with these guys.
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Monaco

MONACO
Monaco is the perfect setting for our crew of thieves.
The city is a tax haven and thus got the highest density of
millionaires and billionaires worldwide.
Some missions take you through half of the small country where
each level location can be seen from all other levels.
Experience this coherent city at all times of the day.
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MISSIONS
Just short selection of missions players have to tackle over the
course of the game:
Steal a historical gun from a gangster kingpin in snowy North
Dakota.
Get the most valuable watch from a spoiled billionaire brat.
Steal a prototype part of the wining Formula 1 car during the race.
The biggest boyband is in town - get their signature items.
Steal a precious necklace of an opera lady - on stage.
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HIDEOUT
The crews hotel room is the heart and soul of Grand Values. It is
also the main menu and level selection screen.
With a full overview over Monaco, you can choose your next
objective via post-it’s sticking on the window.
Watch the hideout slowly change from a perfect luxury hotel room
to a messy base of operation for the crew.
In the hideout you will feel right at home. Listen to chilled beats,
check your collectibles and hang out with your friends. Check on
Joe and Frank and how they feel between the missions.
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Development

VERTICAL SLICE
Our Vertical Slice was a great proof of concept for us. Especially
the Pickpocket mechanic works rock solid and is intriguing. But we
learned some lessons:
We still have to spice up the stealth mechanics and create more
interactive possibilities for encounters.
The climbing mechanic is missing dearly for better pacing and to
get more variation into the game.
While the game art looks already good, there is still lots of leeway
to push it a lot further for a more coherent artstyle and a more high
quality look.
All animation in the vertical slice is placeholder and not considered
ﬁnal.
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PLAN
We want to drop the initial plan to release the game in episodes
and ﬁnish it as a full title with 15-20 levels and around 10 hours of
playtime.
We already found a possible development team based in Berlin
which would love to ﬁnish the game.
We would calculate with 18 months and estimated costs of around
2.2 million Euro to make it happen. These ﬁgures are just
estimations and are completely open for debate.
We would love to release the game on PS4, Xbox One and
Nintendo Switch as well as the next generation of consoles.
But we are deﬁnitely open for an exclusive deal of any kind!
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BEARHANDS
Bearhands is a small indie studio based in Berlin, founded in 2014.
We’ve sent out to create the kind of games wich are currently
missing on the console market: Lighthearted and nonviolent
games which are easy to pick up - by everyone!
We paused development on the game in early 2017 to refocus and
strengthen our vision on Grand Values.
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OUR MISSION
For Grand Values we decided to drag the stealth genre out of its
hardcore niche and put it in the warm sunlight of Monaco.
We value our players time, so we cut all the unnecessary ﬁller
sections and created a condensed and intense story with lots of
diﬀerent set pieces and locations.
Our approach on stealth is less repetitive and less frustrating than
in most other stealth games. Sneak, inﬁltrate and steal in our vivid
and welcoming levels.
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HI EVERYONE
My name is Maximilian Grienig. I’m CEO of Bearhands and
Creative Director of Grand Values.
I graduated with a Bachelor Degree in Game Design in 2013 and
was able to contribute Character Art to games like Fortnite, Dota2
and Overwatch.
Currently I’m working as Assistant Art Director at Karakter Design
Studio (Horizon Zero Dawn, Game of Thrones).
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PARTNER
We are currently looking for a strong Partner to ﬁnish and release
Grand Values.
We will deﬁnitely need funding to ﬁnish the game.
We are also looking for your expertise in wrapping things up to get
the best possible version of our game out there.
The third part is getting the word out to our customers. We are
looking for a strong marketing campaign for Grand Values.
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LET’S TALK
I hope you enjoyed this small introduction into the world of Grand
Values. I would love to hear your opinion and talk you through all
the possible options to ﬁnish the game.
We put so much love and passion into this game and we
would like you to be our partner in crime.
Let’s ﬁnish Grand Values together!
Cheers,
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CONTACT
mgrienig@bearhands.berlin

